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1. Introduction 
Model predictive control (MPC) refers to a class of computer control algorithms that utilize 
a process model to predict the future response of a plant. During the past twenty years, a 
great progress has been made in the industrial MPC field. Today, MPC has become the most 
widely implemented process control technology. One of the main reasons for its application 
in the industry is that it can take account of physical and operational constraints. In classical 
model predictive control (MPC), the control action at each time step is obtained by solving 
an online optimization problem. If it is possible, MPC algorithms based on linear models 
should be used because of low computational complexity [Maciejowski J,2002]. Since 
properties of many technological processes are nonlinear, different nonlinear MPC 
techniques have been developed [Qin, S. J et al, 2003]. The structure of the nonlinear model 
and the way it is used on-line affect the accuracy, the computational burden and the 
reliability of nonlinear MPC. Several different attempts to reduce computational complexity 
have been released during the last thirty years.  The simplest way to reduce on-line 
computation is to transform the NMPC problem into LMPC. The nonlinear system is 
transformed into a linear system using a feedback-linearizing law, the input constraints are 
mapped into constraints on the manipulated input of the transformed system and the 
obtained constrained linear system is controlled using LMPC [Kurtz M.J et al,1997]. An 
interesting strategy is presented in [Arahal M.R et al.,1998], when the linear model is used to 
predict future process behavior and the nonlinear model is used to compute the effect of the 
past input moves. The most straightforward technique used to implement fuzzy models 
[Fischer M et al.,1998] is based on a linearization method. The accuracy of the linear model 
can be improved by relinearizing the model equations several times over a sampling period 
or by linearizing the model along the computed trajectory [Mollov S.,et al.,2004].Another 
approach has been used by a number of researchers such as in [Brooms A et al., 2000], where 
the NMPC problem is reduced to an LMPC problem at each time step using a successive 
linearization. The structure of certain nonlinear empirical models allows the NMPC 
optimization problem to be solved more efficiently than is possible with other forms. Such 
an approach will be followed in [Abonyi, J et al,2000]. An algorithm for controller 
reconfiguration for non-linear systems based on a combination of a multiple model 
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estimator and a generalized predictive controller is presented in [Kanev, S et al., 2000], in 
which a set of models are constructed. Each corresponding to a different operating condition 
of the system and an interacting multiple model estimators is utilized to yield a 
reconstruction of the state of the non-linear system. For unconstrained control based on 
linear process models and a quadratic cost function, the control sequence can be analytically 
calculated. When linear constraints are taken into account, the solution can be found using 
quadratic programming techniques. With the introduction of a nonlinear model into MPC 
scheme, a nonlinear programming technique (NLP) has to be solved at each sampling time 
to compute the future manipulated variables in on-line optimization that is generally non-
convex which make their implementation difficult for real time control. During the past 
decade significant theoretical results as well as advances in the implementation strategies of 
NMPC have been obtained and NMPC has been successfully applied in practice to relatively 
slow plants, mainly in the process industry. However, the application of such techniques for 
fast nonlinear systems remains a widely opened problem due to the computation burden 
associated with solving an open loop optimal control problem. Most of the research has 
focused on computations carried out by one agent. In [Negenborn R et al., 2004], a survey 
how a distributed multi-agent MPC setting can reduce the computations of a single MPC 
agent. Moreover, researchers have investigated feedback linearization model predictive 
control (FLC-MPC) schemes for their ability to handle constraints on input and output 
[Soest Van W.R et al., 2005]. These approaches reduce the on-line computation by 
transforming the NLMPC problem into a LMPC and quadratic programming can be used to 
handle constraints. When sampling times become so short, the computation times for QP 
solution can no longer be neglected [Jaochim H et al., 2006]. In [Didier G ,2006], a distributed 
model predictive control is considered and the proposed strategy allows dramatic reduction 
of the computational requirement for solving large-scale nonlinear MPC problem due to 
computation parallelism. However, recent advancements in MPC allow for a faster online 
solution by shifting some of the computational burden off-line. We can notice that many 
optimization algorithm solutions for NMPC have been investigated lately; however, an 
analytical solution in NMPC approach is usually impossible to find. One possible way to 
address computational complexity is to decentralize the optimization tasks. Attention has 
been focused on multi-agent model predictive control approach [H.Ben Nasr et 
al.,2008a,b,c,d,e]. There are multiple agents in multi-agent model predictive control. Each 
uses a model of its sub-system to determine which action to take. Decentralized agent 
architecture and decentralized model decomposition are then chosen, in which there are 
numerous agents that do not have any interaction among one another. A methodology 
based multiagent has been investigated in the implementation of a given predictive control 
law for nonlinear systems. Such procedure relies on the decomposition of the overall system 
into subsystems and a multiple agents each uses a model of its sub-system to determine 
which action to take.  
In this chapter book, new NMPC scheme based MAMPC (Multiagent model predictive 
control) is implemented to reduce the computational effort. The performance of the proposed 
controllers is evaluated by applying to single input-single output (SISO) control of non linear 
system. Moreover, in general, the optimization problem is nonconvex and leads to many 
difficulties impacting on implementation of MPC. These difficulties are related to feasibility 
and optimality, computation and stability aspects. In order to avoid solving nonconvex 
optimization problem, MAMPC (Multiagent model predictive control) optimization 
procedure, a method for convex NMPC was also developed in this chapter book. Theoretical 
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analysis and simulation results demonstrate better performance of the MAMPC over a 
conventional NMPC based on sequential quadratic programming (SQP) in tracking the set 
point changes as well as stabilizing the operation in the presence of input disturbances. In this 
work, our main objective has been to illustrate the potential advantage of nonlinear predictive 
control based multiagent when applied to nonlinear systems. The suggested approach was to 
identify a new control algorithm that in essence is a bridge between linear and nonlinear 
control. This resulted in the development of the MAMPC approach. Through simulation-based 
comparisons, it is shown that a MAMPC control algorithm is capable of delivering 
significantly improved control performance in comparison to a conventional NMPC, so that 
the difficulty of minimizing the performance function for nonlinear predictive control is 
avoided, which is usually carried by the use of NLP solved at each sampling time that 
generally is non-convex. In this chapter book we describe algorithm that find the solution of a 
non-convex programming and also demonstrated that global nonlinear requirements can 
effectively be resolved by considering smaller regimes. The simulation example shows that the 
multi-agent compares favorably with respect to a numerical optimization routine. Moreover, 
the MAMPC reduces the online computational burden and hence has the potential to be 
applied to the system with faster time constants.  
2. Statement of the problem 
2.1 Process model 
A broad class of physical systems can be represented using the Volterra model. Particularly, 
it was shown that a truncated Volterra model could represent any non-linear system, time-
invariant with fading memory. This model is thus particularly attractive for non-linear 
systems modeling and identification purpose. One of the main advantages of the Volterra 
model is its linearity-in-parameters, i.e. the kernel coefficients. This property allows the 
extension of some results established for linear model identification to this model. In this 
work, we consider the control of a class of single-input single output non-linear system 
described by the following non-linear discrete-time parametric second-order Volterra model 
(Haber et al. 1999a,b): 
 0
1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
y u u
n n n i
i i ij
i i i j
y k y a y k i b u k i b u k i u k j kε
= = = =
= + − + − + − − +    (1) 
Where 0y  is a bias term, ( )y k is the output, ( )u k is the input, ,i ia b and ijb  are the parameters 
of the parametric Volterra model, un and yn are the number of lags on the input and the 
output, respectively. ( )kε Contains all terms up to second-order. One advantage of using the 
parametric Volterra model is that the one-ahead prediction problem can be formulated as a 
linear regression, which simplifies the identification of the parameters from input-output 
data. Therefore, the model given by  “Equation (1)” can be written as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ).Ty k k kθ φ ε= +  (2) 
With: 
 0 1 2 1 2 1,1 ,, , , , , , , , , , ,y u u u
T
n n n ny a a a b b b b bθ  =      (3) 
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 2 2( ) 1, ( 1), , ( ), ( 1), , ( 1), , ( ) .T y uk y k y k n u k u k u k nφ  = − − − − −     (4) 
Where ( )kφ  and θ  are the regressor and the parameter vectors, respectively. The model 
“Equation (3)” is linear in parameters, and its regressors and parameters may be identified 
from input output information. Moreover, from identification point of view, parametric 
Volterra models are superior to Volterra series models in the sense that the number of 
parameters needed to approximate a process are generally much less with parametric 
Volterra models. This is due to the fact that Volterra models only include previous inputs, 
while the model (1) includes previous outputs as well as previous inputs.  
2.2 Optimization criteria 
The purpose of the control strategy is to compute future control moves which will minimize 
some performance function based on the desired output trajectory over a prediction 
horizon, subject to constraints on input and output signals [D.W. Clarke  et al.,1987]. The 
most common objective cost function, also used here, is: 
 
2
1
2 2
1 2 ,
1
( , , ) ( ( ) ( / )) ( ( 1))
uNN
u j
j N j
J N N N w k j y k j k u k jδ λ
∧
= =
= + − + + Δ + −   (5) 
Subject to 
 
( 1) 1
( ) ( 1) ( ) 1
low high u
low high u
u u j j u for j N
u k u k j u k for j N
Δ ≤ Δ + − ≤ Δ ≤ ≤
≤ + − ≤ ≤ ≤  
(6) 
Where 1N  is the minimum prediction horizon, 2N is the maximum prediction horizon, 
( / )y k j k
∧
+ is an optimum j-step ahead prediction of the system output on data up to time k, 
( )w k j+ is a sequence of future set points, 2uN N≤ is the control horizon, and 
1 1( ) ( , , )u uj j N Nλ λ λ= =  are control-weighting factors usually assumed to be equal to each 
other used to penalize the control increments. [ ]( 1), 1, uu k j j NΔ + − ∈ , is a sequence of future 
control increments computed by the optimization problem at time k; ( 1) 0u k jΔ + − =  for 
uj N> . For the constraints , , ,low high low highu u u uΔ Δ , are respectively the lower limit, upper 
limit, lower derivative limit and higher derivative limit of the control input. Using the 
quadratic prediction equation of the model, the cost function becomes fourth degree 
equation in the control increments. Th objective finction never exeeds fourth order, 
regardless of the value of the prediction horizon. (Haber, 1999a, 1999b) 
2.3 Nonlinear Predictive Control 
Despite of the wide exposure of and the intensive research efforts attracted over the past few 
decades on Nonlinear model predictive control (NLMPC), this control strategy is still being 
perceived as an academic concept rather than a practicable control technique. However, 
nonlinear model predictive control is gaining popularity in the industrial community. The 
formulations for these controllers vary widely, and almost the only common principle is to 
retain nonlinearities in the process model [Matthew et al.,2002]. In nonlinear control, a 
receding horizon approach is typically used, which can be summarized in the following 
steps: 
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1. At time k, solve, on-line, an open-loop optimal control problem over some future 
interval, taking into account the current and future constraints.  
2. Apply the first step in the optimal control sequence. 
3. Receding strategy so that at each instant the horizon is displaced towards the future, 
which involves the application of the first control signal of the sequence calculated at 
each step.  
The process to control is assumed to be represented by a mono-variable second order 
parametric Volterra model. The model given by (1) can be expressed as: 
 1 1 1 1 20 1 2 1 2 1
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
( )
k
A q y k y B q u k B q q u k
q
ε
− − − −
−
= + + +
Δ
 (7) 
Where are two polynomials of the backward shifting operator 1q−  given by : 
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= + + +

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(8) 
1 1
2 1 2( , )B q q
− −  represents the quadratic term of the Volterra model, this quantity is defined 
by: 
 1 1 22 1 2 2
0
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )
nb nb
nm
n m n
B q q u k b u k n u k m− −
= =
= − −   (9) 
The incremental predictive form of the parametric Volterra model can be expressed as a 
function of the current and future control increments : 
 1 1 1 21 20 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
j j jy k j v v q u k j v q q u k j
∧
− − −+ = + Δ + + Δ +  (10) 
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 
 (11) 
The effect of selecting the parameters and the coefficient of the predictive control are not 
investigated here, for more detail see(Haber et al., 1999a) . Replacing the incremental output 
by his expression, the cost function (5) can be written as follows: 
      2 20 1 2 0 1 2( ) ( ) TTJ v w v u v u v w v u v u u uλ= − + + − + + +  (12) 
With constraints, the cost function can be minimized numerically by a one-dimensional 
search algorithm (dynamic algorithm programming). Without constraints the solution leads 
to a third-degree one-dimensional equation [F.J.Doyle et al.,1995]. 
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3. Multi-agent Model Predictive Control 
3.1 Control and design 
The main idea of the proposed concept model predictive control is to transform the 
nonlinear optimization procedure used in a standard way into sub-problems, in which the 
global task can be resolved. The objective of this approach is to regulate the nonlinear  
system output to the expected values and satisfying the above constraints. This can be done 
as follows. The global system can first be decomposed on sub-systems independent of one 
another, for each sub-system an MPC unit sub-system is made constituting the agent 
controller i. Based on an analytical solution, which corresponds to the solution of the local 
receding horizon sub-problems, a logic unit switching tries to find the best sequence of 
actions sent to the nonlinear system and gives the desired trajectory. Sequences of actions 
that bring the global system in a desired trajectory are made and avoid any violated 
constraints on actions. The multi-agent controller consists of synchronizing the output of the 
true system at every decision step k with the reference trajectory. In fact, at every decision 
step the right action is the one that will cause the agent to be the most successful. The 
parallel controller structure is based on the fact that a neural network can be used to learn 
from the feedback error controller non linear system. A neural network controller is also 
made on, in objective to take handle the results of the actions on the global system and 
monitor the closed-loop system. Figure 1, shows the architecture of the multi-agent 
controller. In the multi-agent context, the agents are the controllers and the non linear 
system is the environment. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Architecture of Multi-agent Controller 
The basic structure of the control strategy proposed is shown in figure 2. The control 
problem to solve should be decomposed into supposedly independent subproblems. Each 
subproblem is solved by designing a controller-agent. The controller-agent is realized by 
some control algorithm that is operational only under particular operating conditions of the 
plant being controlled. Moreover, the controller-agent’s action consist of the analytical 
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optimal control sequence elaborated in each sub-system after having learned the trajectory 
of the control to follow and by minimizing a local cost function.  The individual solutions or 
controller-agents are combined into one overall solution. This implies addressing the global 
problems by selecting an appropriate coordination mechanism.  The conceptual design 
consists of the following three stages: 
Structuring: The control problem to solve should be decomposed into supposedly 
independent subproblems. The global system can first be decomposed on sub-systems 
independent of one another. 
Solving individual subproblems: Each subproblem is solved by designing a controller-
agent. An MPC unit sub-system is made constituting the controller agent. A supervisor 
based on performance measure kJ  is used. By means of the output errors kε  for each 
agent’s action, the supervisor decides then what action should be applied to the plant 
during each sampling interval k . The performance measure is given by: 
 
1 , 0k k kJ e
λε ε λ−
−
= − >  (13) 
Where, kε  is the error for the agent I defined by: 
 intk asetpo yε = −  (14) 
And ay  is the plant output after agent’s action. 
Combining individual solutions The individual solutions or controller-agents are combined 
into one overall solution. The parallel controller structure is based on the fact that a neural 
network can be used to learn from the feedback error controller nonlinear system.,  to take 
handle the results of the actions on the global system and monitor the closed-loop system.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Architecture of Multi-agent Controller 
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3.2 Control problem decomposition 
The extension of MPC for the use of nonlinear process models is one of the most interesting 
research topics. These algorithms generally lead to the use of computationally intensive 
nonlinear techniques that make application almost impossible. In order to avoid this 
problem, the proposed concept algorithm utilizes a linear model extracted from the 
nonlinear model. A decentralized model and decentralized goals are then considered. A 
decentralized problem model consists of multiple smaller, independent   subsystems in 
witch subsystem in an overall nonlinear system   have his own independent goals   and 
represented by a discrete model of the form:    
 
( 1) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
l l l l l
l l l
x k A x k B u k
y k C x k
+ = +
=
 (15) 
Where xnlx ∈ℜ is the local state space; y
n
ly ∈ℜ  is the measurement output of each 
subsystem; unlu ∈ℜ  is the local control input.  Therefore the overall nonlinear system can be 
seen as a collection of smaller subsystems that are completely independent from one another 
witch is referred as a decentralized model. The variable control of every agent sent to the 
nonlinear system consists of its agent's optimal input control given by minimizing local 
standard MPC cost function: 
 
2
1
22
1
( ) int( ) ( )
u
l l
NN
l l lQ R
N j
J y k j Setpo k j u k j k
=
= + − + + Δ +   (16) 
Where ,l lQ R  are suitable weighting matrixes. 
One of the advantages of the state-space representation is that it simplifies the prediction; 
the prediction for this model is given: 
 1
1
( ) ( ( ) ( )
i
i i
l l l l l l l
j
y k i k C A x k k A B u k i j k
∧ ∧
−
=
+ = + + −  (17) 
For local suitable matrix , ,l l lΨ Γ Θ  and lΛ , we can rewrite the local predictive model output 
for future time instants as:        
 ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( )l l l l l l lY k x k u k u k= Ψ + Γ − + Θ Δ  (18) 
Where 
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=
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 
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The cost function (16) can be rewritten as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T T
l l l l l l l l lJ k Q k u k G u k H u kε ε= − Δ + Δ Δ  (20) 
Where: 
 
( ) int( ) ( ) ( 1)
2 ( )
l l l l l l
T
l l l l
T
l l l l l
k Setpo k x k u k
G Q k
H Q R
ε
ε
= −Ψ − Γ − − Λ
= Θ
= Θ Θ +
    (21) 
Therefore the control law that minimizes the local cost function (16) is given by:  
 
11( )
2
l l lu k H G
−Δ =  (22) 
In order to take into account constraints on the manipulated variables, a transformation 
method for each action is made. The control action based on (22) is transformed into new 
action with the following transformation [R. Fletcher, 1997]. 
 
max min
max min
max max max
min min min
( )
( ) tanh( )
2
2
min( , ( 1) )
max( , ( 1) )
l moy
l moy amp
amp
moy
amp
l l l
l l l
u k f
u k f f
f
f f
f
f f
f
f u u k u
f u u k u
−
= +
− =
+
=
= − + Δ
= − + Δ
 (23) 
The optimum control law (22) for each agent does not guarantee the global optimum. 
Accordingly to that, nonlinear system requires coordination among the control agent’s 
action. The required coordination is done by a logic switch added to supervisory loop 
based neural networks which compute the global optimum control subject to 
constraints. 
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3.3 The supervisor loop 
A neural network is used with the proper control architecture by changing the results of 
switched input iu  of each agent’s action through a stable online NN weights which can 
guarantee the tracking performance of the overall closed-loop nonlinear system.  Moreover, 
the neural network should reduce the deleterious effect of constraints attached with the 
different actions [Wenzhi, G et al., 2006]. In this work the neural network is represented by 
feed-forward single-input single output. The neural network tries to optimize the control 
action uΔ .  
 
1 1 1
( ( ) ( ) ( ))
u un n i
NN i ij
i i j
u f b u k i b u k i u k j
= = =
Δ = − + − −   (24) 
The method of Levenberg Marquardt was designed for the optimization due to its 
properties of fast convergence and robustness. The main incentive of the choice of the 
algorithm of Levenberg Marquardt rests on the fast guarantee of the convergence toward a 
minimum. 
4. Simulation results 
The chosen example used in aim to valid the theory exposed above is given [B.Laroche   et 
al.,2000]. A continuous state space representation of this example is as follow: 
 
1 3 2
2 2
3 2 1 2 22 ( )
x x x u
x x u
x x x x u x
•
•
•

= −
= − + = − + −
 (25) 
The system model is implanted in the Matlab-simulink environment of which the goal is to 
get the input/output vector for the identification phase. Matlab®
 
discrete these equations by 
the 4th order Runge-Kutta method.  The vector characterizing the Volterra model that 
linking the output x3 with the input u  is given by: 
 
[ ] [ ]1
2
1 1.9897 .9997 , 0.0318 0.0096
0.0396 0.0656 0
0 0.0388 0
0 0 0
T
A B
B
= − = − −
  
=    
 (26) 
Moreover, the Chiu procedure is developed to divide the nonlinear system into independent 
subsystem [Chiu S.L, 1994].  The modeling of the dynamic system, led to the localization of 
two centers with respective values 1 20.0483, 0.5480c c= = . The classification parameters 
adopted for the algorithm are as follows   : 1 2.6; 1.25 ; .5; .1a b ar r r ε ε= = = = . The procedure 
of identification and modeling has been applied to the whole measures input/output come 
out of the global system, driving to the different following subsystem models: 
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1 1
2 2
0.552 1 0.0496
,
0.2155 0 0.1419
0.7962 1 0.0239
,
0.0481 0 .0088
A B
A B
  
= =      
  
= =   
−   
 (27) 
The result of modelisation is reported in figure 3. These results showed the application Chiu 
algorithm for the classification which has a better quality of local approximation of the 
system.  
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Fig. 3. Validation of the obtained model 
4.1 Set point tracking  
The proposed concept as seen in section 3 is used, to control the nonlinear system. The 
tuning parameters of the multi-agent consists of the parameters values of each agent given 
by: 1 2 1 21 ; 5 ; 1 ; 4;uN N N R R= = = = = . Assuming for the sake of simplicity but without 
loss of generality, the prediction and control horizons are the same for each agent. The 
tuning parameters for the NMPC are: 1 21 ; 5 ; 1 ; .001uN N N δ= = = = . The gradient of the 
control  minuΔ  and maxuΔ  are taken, respectively, equal to −0.2 and 0.1 and the control is 
limited between 0 and 1.  In this application example, the neural network was a feedforward 
network and it consisted of three hidden layer nodes with tangent sigmoid transfer 
functions and one output layer node with linear transfer function .In this section, we present 
a comparative study between the proposed method and the NMPC procedure. The results 
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are obtained in the constrained case 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the set point, the output and the control (NMPC): constrained case 
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the set point, the output and the control (MAMPC): constrained case 
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It is clear from this figures that the new strategy of control leads to satisfactory results with 
respect to set-point changes. Indeed, the tracking error is reduced and with a smooth control 
action. It is shown that NMPC also gives consistently a good performance for the range 
examined. The two controllers are remarkably similar, which indicates that the MAMPC 
controller is close to optimal for this control problem. Moreover, the new controller meets all 
the required performance specifications within given input constraints and the results show 
a significant improvement in the system performance compared with the results obtained 
when only nonlinear programming model is used and the multi-agent compares favorably 
with respect to a numerical optimization routine as shown in Figure 6, the final control law 
to the nonlinear system obeying the specified constraints and with the proposed concept the 
constrained input and rate of change inputs cannot violate the specified range premise. 
4.2 Effect of load disruptions and noise 
In order to test the effect of load disruptions, we have added to the system output a constant 
equals to 0.02 from iteration 100 to iteration 125 and from iteration 200 to iteration 225. And in 
the case of noise, we have added to the output of the process an uncertain pseudo-noise of 
maximal amplitude equal to 0.025.  Figs. 6 and 7 present the evolutions of the set point, the 
outputs obtained, respectively, with the presence of load disruption and noise. Fig. 6 shows the 
evolutions of the set point, the outputs signals obtained with both NMPC and MAMPC control 
strategy.  It is clear from this figure that the presence of load disruptions, from iteration70 to 
iteration 90 and from iteration 120 to iteration 140, does not lead to a correct pursuit. Thus, the 
presence of load disruptions has more effect on NMPC control than the MAMPC strategy. Fig. 8 
shows the evolutions of the set point, the outputs obtained with NMPC and MAMPC strategy. 
According to the obtained results, we notice that the MAMPC controller is capable to deliver a 
less fluctuate output than that obtained with NMPC approach. 
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the set point, the output NMPC and MAMPC control in the case of load 
disruptions. 
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the set point, the outputs NMPC and MAMPC control in the case of the 
effect of the noise. 
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4.3 Convex optimization approach 
In order to avoid solving nonconvex optimization problem, MAMPC optimization 
procedure, a method for convex NMPC was also developed in this chapter book. The 
performance of the proposed controllers is evaluated by applying to the same process and 
the attention has been focused on multi-agent model predictive control approach as a 
possible way to resolve non-convex optimization tasks. We have shown in Figure 8, a new 
constraint where the control is limited between 0 and .5.  The nonlinear programming 
algorithm (NLP) cannot find a solution for the optimization problem. So because of the use 
of a nonlinear model, the NMPC calculation usually involves a non-convex nonlinear 
program, for which the numerical solution is very challenging. Therefore, finding a global 
optimum can be a difficult and computationally very demanding task, if possible at all. In 
other words, non-convexity makes the solution of the NLP uncertain. The proposed 
approach describe algorithm that find the solution of a non-convex programming. 
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the set point, the outputs NMPC and MAMPC control: Restriction 
applicability of the NMPC 
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4.4 Computational time study 
The load computational time constitutes a gate in the scheme of the predictive control 
indeed (Leonidas  et al, 2005). The performances of the computational load established with 
the proposed concept are compared to a nonlinear programming In Figure 9 the time 
required to compute the control input at each time step k for the two approaches is plotted. 
We also reported in Table I, the mean and the maximum value of the implementation time 
required for the control law for the two cases. In Figure 10, the CPU time required to 
compute the control input at each time step k for the two approaches is plotted. It is very 
easy to see, from figure 9, 10 and table 1, that the NLMPC controller is too CPU time 
consuming and the computation for optimization in the new design procedure is simpler, 
faster and has good response curve and control performance because it uses a simple 
analytical solution to the minimization of the performance objective. On average, the NMPC 
method was about ten times slower than the novel approach and the control input in the 
MAMPC procedure require a twenty time smaller in the operating action. 
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Fig. 9. Computational time requirement 
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Fig. 10. CPU time comparison 
 
 
 
 
 Mean Max 
NMPC 0.0224 0.7190 
MAMPC 9.6875e-004 0.032 
 
 
 
Table 1. Comparison of operating time 
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4.5 Controller performance comparison 
Through simulation-based comparisons, it is shown that a MAMPC control system is 
capable of delivering significantly improved control performance in comparison to a 
conventional NMPC, so that the difficulty of minimizing the performance function for 
nonlinear predictive control is avoided, which is usually carried by the use of NLP solved at 
each sampling time that generally is non-convex. Moreover, the nonlinear controls based on 
MAMPC approach provide excellent performance, both in terms of disturbance rejection, 
noise suppression and set point tracking. The NMPC controller is also good for disturbance 
rejection and noise suppression, but the set point tracking is not succeeded. In order to make 
a comparison of the novel concept to the NLMPC controller, the performance of the 
controller was measured by the following performance indices in unconstrained and 
constrained cases given by [Abonyi J,2003]: 
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Where SSE denotes the sum of the square error, SSU the sum of the square of the control 
signal, SSΔU the sum of the square of the change of the control signal and N is the number 
of samples. The values are summarized in Table1, shows that the MAMPC achieving control 
performance improves more with the use of the NLMPC controller. Moreover the MAMPC 
produces the best tracking performance and the smallest energy consumption.  
 
 
Constrained case 
SSE SSU e-011 SSΔU e-013 
NMPC 0.0135 5.5415 16754 
MAMPC 0.0042 1.2464 3.8622 
Table 2. Control performance comparison 
5. Conclusions 
One of the main drawbacks of NMPC schemes is the enormous computational effort these 
controllers require. On the other hand, linear MPC methods can be implemented solving 
just Quadratic Programming (QP) or Linear Programming problems (LP).The main focus of 
this chapter is to develop a new control algorithm that in essence is a bridge between linear 
and nonlinear control. This resulted in the development of the MAMPC (Multiagent model 
predictive control) approach. The new NMPC scheme based MAMPC is implemented to 
reduce the computational effort. The control performance of MAMPC algorithm is 
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evaluated by illustrative comparison with general NMPC. All the results prove that 
MAMPC approach is a fairly promising algorithm by delivering significantly improved 
control. The performance of the proposed controllers is evaluated by applying to single 
input-single output control of non linear system. Theoretical analysis and simulation results 
demonstrate better performance of the MAMPC over a conventional NMPC based on 
sequential quadratic programming in tracking the setpoint changes as well as stabilizing the 
operation in the presence of input disturbances.  
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